Wind farm Feilitzsch enlarges the portfolio in Bavaria
Since September four additional turbines of the Fronteris Group near Hof have been managed in cooperation with CSO Energy
Leisnig, 24th October 2012: As one of the federal states with the highest consumption of
electricity Bavaria now also proceeds in the energy turnaround. In the border triangel of Bavaria-Thuringia-Saxony four Enercon E82-E2 went on line in September and supply the region with green energy. Every turbine delivers power of 2.3 megawatts, per year the wind
farm produces enough clean electricity to deliver about 6.000 households. The gearless turbines have a hub height of 138 m and a diameter at the rotor of 82 m. The wind farm was
built on a free hill and is situated in the district Feilitzsch in the north of Hof.
The Fronteris company group domiciled in Regensburg is the general contractor and holds
the project in technical and commercial issues. Already in the beginning of this year Fronteris
commissioned the wind farm Trogen I with five Enercon-turbines only 10 km away and with
this the foundation for Bavaria’s biggest coherent wind farm was laid. Owner of the new wind
farm is the Lacuna AG, who placed the wind farm as a closed fund. For both projects CSO
Energy took over the Technical Management and assisted the asset manager, the Fronteris
Service GmbH, already during the construction and commissioning phase. With the management of the second wind farm project in Feilitzsch CSO Energy strengthens the cooperation with the company group in Regensburg.
“We started with the construction of the wind farm Feilitzsch in February 2012 and in August
we commissioned the first turbine, long before the planned start in November“, explains
Stefan Lehner, authorized representative of Fronteris. “With the realization of this project a
further step in the implementation of Bavaria’s biggest wind farm cluster with about 60 MW
total is done.”
“With the management of the new Bavarian wind farm we consolidate our network in the
southern German wind regions”, says Michael Weißflog, CEO of CSO Energy GmbH. “We
are glad about the expressed trust and the continuation of the cooperation with Fronteris in a
further wind farm project.”

Über CSO Energy:
CSO Energy is one of the leading providers of technical and commercial facility
management services for renewable energy projects. CSO Energy’s service team in
Germany is based at its sites in Leisnig, Hamburg, Würzburg and Perleberg. Other
employees look after clients in France from the company’s Fruges, Paris, Eppeville and
Nantes sites. CSO Energy’s installations portfolio currently includes wind farms with a total
output of more than 650 megawatts.
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